
On premise dining service for drinks and food must use reusable/washable containers, utensils and
ancillary items if there are washing facilities.
May use producer’s multi serving condiment bottles, but preferably glass if available.
Business must not provide plastic bags to customers for takeaway.
Take-away cups for cold beverages must be plastic and PLA free.
If a drinks cooler is on premises it must contain only drinks in glass, aluminum or paper cartons.
Straws if available should be paper or PHA based (Phade brand for example).
Coffee, tea or other hot beverages sold by the cup are not to be made from single-use plastic pods.
Coffee stirs made of wood or fiber.
Wooden cutlery/utensils provided for takeaway.
No single-use condiment sachets provided.
Cold dry take-away food (example sushi and sandwiches) containers fiber based, paper and PFAS Free;
or reusable.
Take-away dessert, cake and pastry containers should be fiber or paper based and PFAS Free.
Fiber or paper boxes and bags should not have plastic windows.
Should facilitate use of customer’s own cup or store brand reusable.
Pizza boxes must be fiber and PFAS free or reusable.
Cellophane/plastic wrapped food substituted for by fiber or paper containers/bags or paper.
Should attempt to limit kitchen food purchase in plastic where practical.

RESTAURANT 
OR COFFEE SHOP 

BRONZE LEVEL

If you think your business meets our requirements, please contact Beyond Plastic
Bermuda at info@beyondplastic.bm. We will send you further information and
schedule a visit with your business.

SILVER LEVEL

GOLD LEVEL

MUST INCLUDE ABOVE, PLUS:

Smoothie cups must be plastic free or reusable.

MUST INCLUDE ABOVE, PLUS:

Hot cups are plastic free.
Hot soup cups or bowls plastic/PLA free or reusable.
Hot food containers are plastic free or reusable.
Facilitates Bring-Your-Own-Container (BYOC) containers (if permitted by Health Department) and
reusable scheme for take-away food; deli service; meats; and/or cheeses as applicable.
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